In the ultimate stage of the Adelson-Bergen motion energy model [Adelson, E. H., & Bergen, J. (1985) . Spatiotemporal energy models for the perception of motion. Journal of the Optical Society of America, 2, 284-299], motion is derived from the difference between directionally opponent energies E L and E R . However, Georgeson and Scott-Samuel 
Introduction
It is generally accepted that motion perception is mediated by visual mechanisms selective for local spatiotemporal energy (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Movshon, 1975) although evidence also exists for other motiondetection strategies that include feature-tracking (Georgeson & Harris, 1990) and attention (Cavanagh, 1992; Lu & Sperling, 1995a) . For brief sequences of motion over short spatial distances, however, motion-energy filters have become a particularly influential concept (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Burr & Ross, 1986; van Santen & Sperling, 1984; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . Local motion-energy mechanisms are functionally similar to Reichard detectors (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) and serve as input to hierarchical models concerned with combining local motion signals into complex and ecologically more useful representations of the visual environment (Bex, Metha, & Makous, 1998; Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994b; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992) .
Fig . 1A shows the Adelson-Bergen implementation of a local motion-energy filter which can be broken down into four stages: (i) input decomposition with linear space-time separable filters in spatial and temporal quadrature phases, (ii) linear combination of filters in stage (i) resulting in spatiotemporally oriented (i.e. space-time inseparable) filters in quadrature phase tuned to opposite directions of motion, (iii) computation of directional energies E L and E R (i.e. phase-invariant responses) as the sum of squared responses from quadrature-pair filters in stage (ii), and (iv) subtraction of directional energies E L and E R at the opponent-motion stage. The different stages of the Adelson-Bergen model are physiologically plausible and can be mapped onto known visual mechanisms (De Valois, Cottaris, Mahon, Elfar, & Wilson, 2000; Emerson, Bergen, & Adelson, 1992; Gorea, Conway, & Blake, 2001; Heeger, Boynton, Demb, Seidemann, & Newsome, 1999; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Lindsey & Todd, 1998; McLean, Raab, & Palmer, 1994; Movshon, 1975; Pollen & Ronner, 1981; Qian & Andersen, 1994; Raymond & Braddick, 1996; Snowden, Treue, Erickson, & Andersen, 1991; van Wezel, Lankheet, Verstraten, Maree, & van de Grind, 1996; Wilson, 1985; Zemany, Stromeyer, Chaparro, & Kronauer, 1998) .
Because the Adelson-Bergen model computes the difference between directional energies E L and E R , its opponent-motion stage is sensitive to the relative response of directional mechanisms but not to their absolute response. In a previous psychophysical study, Georgeson and Scott-Samuel (1999) displayed two sinusoidal gratings drifting in opposite directions where the relative and absolute amounts of directional energy could be manipulated independently. Results revealed that human direction discrimination is not described by opponent energy alone but is well described by motion contrast (henceforth labeled C m ), namely the ratio (E L À E R )/(E L + E R ) = M/F. The numerator M corresponds to the opponent-motion stage of the AdelsonBergen model, and the denominator F is a normalization stage that divides opponent-motion energy by the total 
Fig. 1. Motion energy models: (A) Schematic illustration of the Adelson and Bergen (1985) Fig. 1B . The basics of the Georgeson and Scott-Samuel are covered in the present paper, and more details on the model can be found in the original motion-contrast article ).
In the Georgeson and Scott-Samuel model, both the M and F quantities are ultimately derived from frontend filters with the same spatial extent and sensitivity to spatial and temporal frequencies. However, there is no a priori reason why F must be limited to the spatiotemporal properties of M: indeed, the normalization stage may recruit additional flicker energy by integrating over regions of space or over spatiotemporal frequency bands where opponent-motion energy is absent. Consistent with this idea, published psychophysical and physiological data show that a mechanismÕs response to a test stimulus can be inhibited by a masking stimulus that, when presented by itself, fails to activate that mechanism (Anderson, Carandini, & Ferster, 2000; Bonds, 1989; De Valois & Tootell, 1983; Foley, 1994; Morrone, Burr, & Maffei, 1982; Nelson & Frost, 1978; Olzak & Thomas, 1992; Olzak & Wickens, 1997; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Xing & Heeger, 2000; Xing & Heeger, 2001; Yu & Levi, 2000) . These data have been interpreted in terms of narrowband excitatory mechanisms whose responses are suppressed by the pooled activity of mechanisms that may cover several spatial locations, orientations, and spatial frequencies (Anderson et al., 2000; Foley, 1994; Heeger, 1992; Olzak & Laurinen, 1999; Xing & Heeger, 2001) . Response suppression has also been reported in the motion domain (Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002; Ido, Ohtani, & Ejima, 2000; Levi & Schor, 1984; Nawrot & Sekuler, 1990; Palmer & Nafziger, 2002; Sclar, Maunsell, & Lennie, 1990) although it remains unclear whether it is driven by motion signals or, more generally, by mechanisms sensitive to flicker energy.
In a follow-up study to the Georgeson and ScottSamuel paper, we measured some of the spatial properties of mechanisms that normalize opponent-motion response (Rainville, Scott-Samuel, & Makous, 2002 ) with a lateral masking paradigm. Observers performed a direction discrimination task for stimuli composed of a checkerboard mosaic in which spatially adjacent checks contained either flickering (i.e. counterphasing) or drifting sinusoidal gratings. For small check sizes, motioncontrast thresholds were comparable to values reported by Georgeson and Scott-Samuel, but for larger check sizes, performance could be predicted by opponent energy alone as flicker energy no longer had a measurable normalizing effect. Similarly, keeping the spatial properties of the drifting gratings constant while varying those of flickering gratings revealed that opponent-motion normalization is tuned both for flicker orientation and flicker spatial frequency. These data suggest that, contrary to the predictions of broadly-tuned normalization models cited above, the normalization stage in the Georgeson and Scott-Samuel model is selective for spatial location, orientation, and spatial frequency.
Several issues remain unanswered with respect to the spatial properties of opponent-motion normalization. In the present paper, we concern ourselves with the spatial extent over which opponent-motion normalization recruits flicker energy and ask three specific questions: (i) Is opponent-motion normalization a strictly local process as initially suggested by Georgeson and ScottSamuel, or does it pool signals from spatially remote mechanisms? (ii) Are normalization signals pooled isotropically over space? (iii) Does normalization take place over an area with fixed spatial dimensions or does it exhibit scale invariance by pooling flicker energy over a spatial region whose dimensions depend on stimulus spatial frequency? As we report in the following sections, data from the present study suggest that opponent-motion normalization is a local self-inhibitory scale-invariant process that integrates flicker energy isotropically over space.
Method

Observers
Two of the authors (NSS and SR) and two naïve observers (DR and SS) participated in the experiments. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Hardware and calibration
Experiments were carried out on a PowerMac G4 connected to a Sony GDM-F500R monitor and on an iMac with a built-in 15 in. monitor. Both displays were driven by 8-bit/channel color video cards capable of representing 256 gray levels. Look-up tables were linearized using a calibrated spot photometer. Displays had mean luminance of 56.1 and 33.0 cd/m 2 , respectively and had a refresh rate of 75 Hz, although we opted for an effective frame rate of 25 Hz by repeating each movie frame three times.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of drifting and flickering sinusoidal gratings that were either spatially superimposed (''superimposed'' condition) or spatially segregated in a checkerboard mosaic (''lateral'' condition). Drifting gratings were obtained by incrementing or decrementing their spatial phase in quadrature steps. Flickering gratings were animated by a 5 Hz sinewave that modulated contrast in quadrature steps from one frame to the next.
Unless otherwise mentioned, drifting and flickering gratings had a spatial frequency of 2.0 cpd and an orientation of 0°(i.e. vertical). By default, stimuli subtended 4.3°of arc on a side, and checks in the checkerboard condition subtended 0.5°of arc on a side with 8 checks per stimulus dimension (or 64 checks in total). Stimuli were presented for a total of 5 frames, or 200 ms at 25 Hz. By virtue of the five quadrature steps, the first and final frames of the stimulus were identical and ensured that no other cues than stimulus motion could be used to infer direction of drift. Examples of the stimuli are shown in Fig. 2 .
In the superimposed condition, the initial spatial phase of the drifting grating was randomized on each trial while the spatial phase of the flickering grating was held constant. In the checkerboard configuration, the initial spatial phase of each drifting and flickering check was independently randomized on each trial, but all flickering checks were locked to the same temporal sinewave such that they reached peak contrast simultaneously. The checkerboard stimulus consisted of a regular spatial alternation between drifting and flickering checks, but the ''phase'' of the checkerboard itself was randomized on each trial such that observers could not anticipate whether a given check would contain a drifting or flickering sinusoid.
Although opponent-motion and flicker energies can be computed numerically by applying the model in Fig. 1B to any arbitrary stimulus, it is convenient and instructive to derive an analytical solution to motion contrast for simple stimuli that involve only a few sinusoidal gratings. In the original Georgeson and ScottSamuel study, stimuli consisted of two superimposed sinewaves drifting in opposite directions given by Iðx,tÞ ¼ c 0 sinðux þ wtÞ þ c 1 sinðux À wtÞ ð 1Þ
where u and w represent spatial and temporal frequencies, respectively, and c 0 and c 1 determine the luminance contrast of each sinusoid. Through trigonometric identities, Eq. (1) 
where S is the gain of front-end filters in the AdelsonBergen model, and that flicker energy F is obtained by
Motion contrast C m , given by the ratio M/F can be computed as
Motion contrast depends only on the luminance contrast ratio m 0 /m 1 and is independent of overall luminance contrast. Although the equations outlined above were derived for pairs of superimposed gratings drifting in opposite directions, they can be easily applied to the superimposed and lateral stimuli shown in Fig. 2 . Let us replace m 0 and m 1 by values d 0 and d 1 for drifting components and by f 0 and f 1 for flickering components. According to Eq. (2), pure motion requires that d 1 = d 0 , and pure flicker requires that either f 0 or f 1 be zero (choosing one or the other to set to zero changes the spatiotemporal phase of the flickering component but does not affect motion contrast). By integrating the contrast of drifting and flickering components over the entire spatial extent of the stimulus, we can compute values of m 0 and m 1 that can then be inserted into Eq. (5) to obtain overall motion contrast. Spatial summation is simplified given that drifting and flickering gratings always covered equal areas of the stimulus; therefore m 0 = d 0 + f 0 , and m 1 = d 1 + f 1 . Motion contrast as we have defined it is independent of the relative orientation and spatial scale between drifting and flickering gratings and applies seamlessly to the superimposed and lateral masking configurations.
Procedure
We manipulated the motion contrast of the stimulus by varying the relative luminance contrast of the drifting and flickering gratings. On each trial, observers were presented with a single movie sequence and indicated via a key press whether motion was perceived as drifting to the left or to the right. The physical direction of motion was randomized on every trial. A central low-contrast fixation point was provided immediately before stimulus onset to ensure the pattern was foveated. Viewing distance was set such that one pixel subtended one minute of arc. Auditory feedback was given on incorrect responses.
Each run generally consisted of 50 trials (10 repetitions · 5 motion-contrast levels) presented in random order with the method of constant stimuli. No fewer than 100 trials were collected for every motion-contrast threshold reported in the present paper, although more trials were collected if confidence intervals were unacceptably large. Psychometric data (percent-correct vs. motion-contrast) were fitted with a log-x cumulativenormal using a maximum-likelihood criterion, and thresholds were estimated at the 75%-correct level. Confidence intervals (±1 standard deviation) were computed empirically using a bootstrap technique (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993 ) that randomly generated new data sets with the same binomial statistics as the original data set. For each condition, we computed 250 psychometric functions suing this bootstrap procedure and took the standard deviation of the resulting threshold distribution as our confidence interval.
Experiment 1: superimposed vs. lateral masking
The purpose of this experiment was twofold: (i) to further validate motion-contrast as an appropriate psychophysical metric, and (ii) to compare observer thresholds across superimposed and checkerboard conditions. We measured direction discrimination for superimposed and lateral stimuli where the luminance contrast of the drifting sinusoids varied from 1% to 64% in 7 equal log 2 intervals, and the luminance contrast of the flickering sinusoids varied from 0% to the maximum luminance contrast allowed under the constraint that the combined luminance contrast of drifting and flickering gratings could not exceed 100%. Fig. 3 shows the performance (proportion correct) of two observers for discriminating direction of motion in the lateral (open symbols) and superimposed (filled symbols) masking conditions. For each observer, results are plotted as a function of opponent-motion energy, flicker energy, and motion contrast. In line with previous studies Rainville et al., 2002) , opponent-motion energy and flicker energy show no systematic relationship with performance, but performance is well described by a monotonic function of motion contrast. Solid lines in the motion-contrast plots show separate log-x cumulative-normal fits to the lateral and superimposed data. Thresholds in the lateral masking condition are somewhat lower than those in the superimposed condition. The present experiment constitutes the first direct comparison of motion-contrast thresholds between superimposed and lateral masking configurations in the same observers.
Experiment 2: orientation and spatial-frequency
Here, we compared the orientation and spatial-frequency tuning of opponent-motion normalization across superimposed and checkerboard conditions. The rationale for this manipulation comes primarily from the spatial vision literature where the detection of a target in the presence of mask is often more selective for mask orientation and spatial-frequency if the mask is presented laterally rather than spatially superimposed on the target (see Section 7).
We measured motion-contrast thresholds for vertical 2.0 cpd drifting gratings in the presence of flickering gratings that varied in orientation or spatial-frequency and carried out this experiment both for the superimposed and lateral masking conditions. To ensure that the spatial properties of the stimulus were physically well defined in the lateral condition, we limited the spatial period of drifting and flickering gratings to a maximum of one cycle per check and therefore did not measure lateral tuning at low spatial frequencies.
Results are plotted in Fig. 4 for two observers: Top panels show results from the orientation condition, and bottom panels show results from the spatial-frequency condition. Within each observer, spatial-frequency tuning in the superimposed condition closely follows the tuning measured in the lateral condition. As shown previously (Rainville et al., 2002) , observer SR and NSS show a more pronounced orientation tuning than naïve observers (DR, in this case). Critically, despite some minor discrepancies, the orientation tuning in the superimposed condition generally mirrors that of the lateral condition within the same observer. Overall, the present experiment has produced little indication for distinct orientation and spatial-frequency tuning across superimposed-and lateral-masking conditions and therefore suggests that local and remote normalization mechanisms cannot be disentangled on the basis of their tuning properties.
Experiment 3: aspect ratio
We asked whether opponent-motion normalization pools flicker energy isotropically over space or whether the pooling area has a particular aspect ratio. This cannot be determined from our original checkerboard stimuli in which check height and width maintained a 1:1 aspect ratio. In the present experiment, we kept check height constant and manipulated check width and repeated the experiment while keeping check width constant and manipulating check height.
Results from the current experiment are plotted in Fig. 5 for two observers. The data show that thresholds for the width and height conditions decrease at approximately the same rate as a function of the size of the relevant check dimension. The results therefore suggest that the spatial area over which opponent-motion normalization signals are pooled is isotropic.
Experiment 4: scale invariance
In this last experiment, we investigated whether flicker energy is pooled over an area that subtends a fixed visual angle or whether this pooling area respects scale invariance and pools flicker energy over an area that scales with the inverse of spatial frequency. Both outcomes are possible as our previous paper either varied spatial frequency for a single check size or varied check size for a single spatial frequency (Rainville et al., 2002) but did not covary check size and spatial frequency.
We measured motion-contrast thresholds as a function of check size for grating spatial frequencies of 0.23, 0.47, and 0.94 cpd for observer SS and 0.23, 0.94, and 3.75 cpd for observer SR (the differing sets of spatial frequencies across observers are due to limited display dimensions as well as the difficulty of SS to perform the task reliably at higher spatial frequencies). Drifting and flickering components were always of the same spatial frequency. To accommodate lower spatial frequencies as well as larger check sizes, the default dimensions of the display were doubled from 4.7°t o 8.5°on a side. Check dimensions were selected in approximately logarithmic steps. To ensure that flicker and motion energy covered equal proportions of the display, checkerboards contained an equal number of drifting and flickering checks. To avoid incomplete checks, the overall dimensions of the display were ad- Fig. 3 . Three metric compared. Direction discrimination (proportion correct) vs. opponent energy (first column), flicker energy (second column), and motion contrast (third column) for observers DR and SR (rows). Open and filled circles show results from lateral-and superimposed-masking, respectively. Performance vs. motion contrast data were fitted with a log-x cumulative normal, and thresholds are reported at the 75%-correct level for the lateral and superimposed conditions. Chance performance (50%) is shown by dashed lines. justed between 8.5°and 12.1°to allow only complete checks.
Data are plotted in Fig. 6 . In line with our previous findings (Rainville et al., 2002) , motion-contrast thresholds decrease as a function of check area (left panels), thereby confirming our previous results that the spatial extent of opponent-motion normalization is limited.
Interestingly, however, the spatial area over which flicker energy is pooled is not fixed in size but instead decreases with spatial frequency.
To test for scale invariance, we replotted the same motion-contrast thresholds as a function of the number of grating cycles per check (rightmost panels). By definition, a scale-invariant system discards the absolute size of the retinal image by considering only stimulus properties that remain constant with viewing distance. In this particular case, scale invariance in our stimuli can be expressed as the number of grating cycles comprised within each check (or the ratio between check width and grating period). Plotting thresholds vs. cycles-per-check offers a better description of the data as it brings together curves that were otherwise widely separated when plotted as a function of check area alone. Although the cycles-per-check variable does not fully succeed in collapsing all three spatial-frequency curves onto a single one, the results clearly favor the notion that, at least to a first approximation, the pooling area over which opponent-motion is normalized is scale invariant.
Discussion
The present study confirms previous findings that opponent-motion energy and flicker energy are poor descriptors of human direction discrimination but that performance is well described by a metric-namely motion contrast-that normalizes opponent-motion energy by flicker energy. Experiment 1 revealed that motion contrast models data well both in superimposed and lateral masking conditions, although thresholds were somewhat more elevated in the superimposed condition. In Experiment 2, tuning for flicker orientation and spatial frequency remained constant across superimposedand lateral-masking conditions, although absolute tuning varied across observers especially in the orientation condition. In Experiment 3, motion-contrast thresholds decreased as a function of check width and height at approximately the same rate. Finally, results from Experiment 4 show that normalization is scaleinvariant as motion-contrast thresholds vary as a function of check size and grating spatial frequency but are nearly independent of spatial frequency if the latter is expressed in terms of cycles-per-check rather than cycles-per-degree.
Self-normalization vs. cross-normalization
Our primary question was whether the response of opponent-motion mechanisms undergoes self-normalization or cross-normalization. In a self-normalization process, only local signals involved in the computation of opponent motion (e.g. E L and E R ) serve as input to the normalization stage. By comparison, a cross-normalization process recruits additional normalization signals from mechanisms selective for flicker energy in other positions, orientations, or spatial scales. In Experiments 1 and 2, we used lateral-and superimposedmasking conditions to differentially activate self-and cross-normalization mechanisms-that is, the superimposed condition presumably activates both self-and cross-normalization mechanisms optimally whereas the spatial segregation of motion and flicker components in the lateral condition favors normalization signals originating in cortical sites remote from the computation of opponent motion. Results from Experiment 1 show that motion-contrast thresholds in the lateral condition are lower than in the superimposed condition. Because the motion-contrast metric (as we have defined it) is insensitive to the spatial distribution of energy in the stimulus, we conclude that remote normalization signals are less effective than local ones. This first conclusion is foreshadowed by our previous findings that normalization decays as a function of check size (Rainville et al., 2002) , but the superimposed condition provides the key control against which the effects of lateral may be compared. Indeed, the superimposed condition is analogous to a lateral condition with an infinitesimally small check size, but it avoids inherent difficulties of small checks such as small apertures relative to grating period and masking by local energy intrinsic to small hard-edge checks.
Although the measured strength of normalization differed between lateral and superimposed conditions, it is difficult to determine from Experiment 1 alone whether motion opponency relies at all on cross-normalization. Local mechanisms mediating motion perception certainly have a finite spatial extent (Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1989 Anderson, Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Georgeson & Scott-Samuel, 2000; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Qian & Andersen, 1994; Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994a) on which small checks in the lateral condition may encroach, and we therefore cannot claim that checkerboard stimuli isolate cross-normalization mechanisms. However, there is physiological and psychophysical evidence for separate self-and cross-normalization mechanisms on the basis of their differing spatial properties. In particular, selectivities for orientation and spatial frequency are broader if test and masks are spatially superimposed (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Bonds, 1989; Carandini, Barlow, OÕKeefe, Poirson, & Movshon, 1997; Carandini, Heeger, & Movshon, 1997; De Valois & Tootell, 1983; De Angelis, Robson, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1992; Foley, 1994; Itti, Koch, & Braun, 2000; Morrone et al., 1982; Olzak & Thomas, 1992; Phillips & Wilson, 1984; Sengpiel & Blakemore, 1994; Snowden & Hammett, 1992; Wilson, McFarlane, & Phillips, 1983) than if they are presented laterally (Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1991; Chubb, Sperling, & Solomon, 1989; De Angelis, Freeman, & Ohzawa, 1994; Levitt & Lund, 1997; Li & Li, 1994; Li, Thier, & Wehrhahn, 2000; Nelson & Frost, 1978; Nothdurft, Gallant, & van Essen, 1999; Olzak & Laurinen, 1999; Polat, Mizobe, Pettet, Kasamatsu, & Norcia, 1998; Toth, Rao, Kim, Somers, & Sur, 1996; Xing & Heeger, 2000) . Findings from Experiment 2, namely that orientation and spatial-frequency selectivities are virtually identical across superimposed and masking conditions, therefore do not support the notion that motion-opponent mechanisms rely on cross-normalization signals.
Results from Experiments 3 and 4 further support the self-normalization hypothesis. Experiment 3 revealed that the spatial extent of opponent-motion normalization is similar along the width and height axes, in line with the aspect ratio of low-level motion-selective units (Anderson et al., 1991; De Angelis et al., 1994) . Results thus favor the self-normalization model and are incompatible with the width vs. height anisotropy predicted by long-range interactions (either facilitatory or inhibitory) reported in the spatial vision literature for collinear gratings (Polat & Sagi, 1994) . It is possible, however, that our technique was not sufficiently sensitive to measure these more subtle effects. Results from Experiment 4 show that the spatial extent of opponent-motion normalization is relatively small, as it covers approximately one or two cycles of a sinusoidal grating irrespective of its spatial frequency. These estimates are consistent with the spatial dimensions of V1 receptive fields (De Angelis et al., 1994; De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982 ) which presumably set a lower limit on the spatial extent of self normalization. Consequently, little or none of the spatial extent we have measured can be attributed to cross-normalization.
It has been suggested that the human visual system is optimized to process natural scenes and that an effective implementation of this involves the removal of redundancy in visual information (Barlow, 1994; Field, 1987) . One non-trivial redundancy is the variance of filter outputs (Baddeley, 1996) , and it has been originally proposed that this removal could be achieved via cross-normalization ). More recently, however, it has been shown that self-normalization is better still (Wainwright, Schwartz, & Simoncelli, 2001) . The normalization properties of opponent-motion mechanisms reported herein may therefore be compatible with optimal processing of visual information and raises the prospect that normalization at higher levels in the motion-processing hierarchy may play a similar role.
Non-Fourier artifacts?
In our original lateral-masking study (Rainville et al., 2002) , we used a checkerboard mosaic to address the concern that spatially overlapping drifting and counterphasing gratings differing in orientation and/or spatial scale could produce significant non-Fourier components (i.e. distortion products, or second-order artifacts) that could interfere with-or provide a cue for-direction discrimination. Accumulating evidence suggests that the perception of Fourier and non-Fourier motion is mediated by separate pathways (Ledgeway & Smith, 1994; Lu & Sperling, 1995b; Scott-Samuel & Smith, 2000) , and therefore nonFourier motion could dominate performance if thresholds for detecting non-Fourier motion cues were lower than those for detecting opponent-motion signals embedded in flicker. At the phenomenological level, observers reported that stimuli in the superimposed condition appeared to contain drifting low spatial-frequency components when drift and flicker differed in their spatial properties (i.e. either orientation or spatial frequency). Although these qualitative observations suggest that such non-Fourier components were visible and could have potentially mediated direction discrimination, the present data provide several empirical arguments against non-Fourier structure (either detrimental or facilitatory) affecting the results.
Observers exhibited their highest thresholds in conditions where non-Fourier patterns were absent (i.e. conditions where drifting and flickering gratings had identical orientations and spatial scales and appeared as a single sinusoid on each frame). While this does not rule out the possibility that second-order structure facilitates direction discrimination, it strongly argues against a detrimental effect of non-Fourier components on performance. The lack of discontinuities in the data between conditions where non-Fourier components were present or absent also supports the idea that nonFourier components played little or no part in observer performance. In terms of orientation and spatial frequency tuning, results in the superimposed conditions masking are virtually identical to those obtained in checkerboard conditions where, by definition, non-Fourier signals were physically absent by virtue of the spatial separation between drifting and flickering gratings. This observation argues against both facilitatory and deleterious effects of second-order motion on performance. Lastly, the direction of second-order motion defined by a sinewave drifting over a static sinewave depends on the spatial-frequency ratio between the two components. Because were randomly interleaved spatial-frequency conditions in Experiment 2, secondorder motion cues was thus a poor indicator for direction discrimination. Together, these observations suggest that non-Fourier motion did not contribute to our results.
The Simoncelli-Heeger MT model
Simoncelli and Heeger proposed a neuronal modelhenceforth labeled as the ''S&H'' model-of motionsensitive cortical area MT (Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998 ). The S&H model comprises two normalization stages, and it is useful to compare its response properties to those of the Georgeson and Scott-Samuel model (labeled here as the ''G&S-S'' model) shown in Fig. 1 .
The S&H model includes divisive normalization at the V1 stage and at the MT stage. Normalization at the V1 stage effectively factors out luminance contrast by divisively inhibiting the response of each neuron by the pooled activity of all neurons irrespective of their selectivity for spatial position, orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency. This V1 normalization stage is similar to the one previously proposed by Heeger (1992) , and while it achieves the purpose of rendering direction discrimination invariant with luminance contrast, it is incompatible with the data reported in this paper. By comparison, the G&S-S model achieves luminance-contrast invariance through self-normalization of the opponent-motion response. However, it is not necessary for the G&S-S model to implement normalization after the opponent-motion stage: functionally identical outputs can be obtained regardless of the stage at which luminance contrast is factored out, because all computations of the G&S-S model are restricted to narrowband mechanisms with small spatial extents. For instance, section 4.2 in Georgeson and Scott-Samuel (1999) shows that opponent-motion normalization is a direct consequence of divisive self-inhibition applied separately to the outputs of E L and E R (i.e. mechanisms similar to complex cells selective for directional energy).
Although our results are inconsistent with a crossnormalization V1 stage, it is useful to consider the S&H modelÕs MT normalization stage. Whereas the G&S-S model computes opponent-motion on the output of mechanisms selective for orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency (e.g. complex cells), the S&H model computes opponent motion on the output of neurons that integrate over specific combinations of orientations, spatial frequencies, and temporal frequencies. These combinations of orientations, spatial frequencies, and temporal frequencies are consistent with a particular velocity (i.e. speed and direction) and lie on a so-called ''intersection-of-constraints'' (or IOC) plane that cuts through the spatiotemporal Fourier domain. Much like in the V1 stage, the MT normalization stage of the S&H model divides the output of each MT neuron by the pooled activity of all MT neurons. However, even if MT neurons implemented self-normalization instead of cross-normalization, selfnormalization would be triggered by stimulus energy lying on a common IOC plane. Unlike the G&S-S model, the S&H model therefore predicts that direction discrimination should be impaired by a counterphasing mask whose orientation and spatial frequency differ from the test provided that the mask temporal frequency is adjusted such that masking energy lies on the same IOC plane as the test. Given that the temporal frequencies of the masks and tests were identical throughout the present paper and in our previous work (Rainville et al., 2002) , we cannot determine from our data whether the G&S-S or S&H model would best account for direction discrimination under our proposed ''IOC masking'' condition.
MT sub-fields
Our findings suggest that the spatial extent of opponent-motion normalization is comparable to that of V1 receptive fields, as normalization is only effective over a few grating cycles and is selective for orientation and spatial frequency. These results are well described by the G&S-S model which computes motion opponency on the output of units similar to complex V1 cells selective for directional energy. Our results are at odds with physiological evidence that motion opponency is present in MT and absent in V1 (Heeger et al., 1999; Qian & Andersen, 1994; van Wezel et al., 1996) because MT receptive fields are reportedly an order of magnitude larger than those of V1 units (Albright & Desimone, 1987) . However, recent evidence suggests that MT receptive fields consist of several local sub-fields that operate somewhat independently. In particular, physiological recordings in macaque MT show that contrast adaptation operates locally (Kohn & Movshon, 2003) and that other MT computations including pattern motion (Majaj, Carandini, Smith, & Movshon, 1999) and directional opponency (Rust, Majaj, Simoncelli, & Movshon, 2002 ) also operate on a local scale consistent with the spatial extent of V1 units. Our psychophysical results may therefore reflect self-normalization by V1 afferents projecting to MT sub-fields involved in direction discrimination.
Conclusions
We investigated the spatial properties of opponentmotion normalization using masking paradigms in which flickering gratings were either lateral to or superimposed on drifting test gratings. In both masking conditions, direction discrimination was best described by motion contrast-the ratio of opponent-motion energy to overall spatiotemporal energy (Georgeson & ScottSamuel, 1999) . Consistent with our previous study (Rainville et al., 2002) , observer performance in the lateral masking condition was selective for differences in orientation and spatial-frequency between flickering and drifting components. The key contribution of this study, however, lies in the comparison of lateral and superimposed masking conditions, as these conditions differentially activate local and remote normalization processes. The data revealed that orientation and spatial-frequency tuning remains approximately constant across lateral and superimposed masking conditions and therefore strongly support the notion that opponent-motion mechanisms are self-normalizing. Data from additional experiments further support the selfnormalization hypothesis as we found that normalization signals are pooled over a spatial area whose aspect ratio and size are consistent with the spatial properties of local motion detectors but inconsistent with a spatially extensive network of inhibitory connections. The present study found no evidence for remote normalization signals and suggests instead that opponent-motion normalization is a local inhibitory process that inherits its selectivity for position, orientation, and spatial scale from low-level motion detectors.
